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COMPLIANCE OR GOOD CONTROL AND ACCOUNTABILITY

Bruce H. Erkkila

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM 87545
505/667-5886

ABSTRACT

DOE Orders and draft Orders for nuclear material control and

accountability address the need for a complete material control and
accountability (MC&A) program for all DOE contractors processing,
using, and/or storing nuclear materials. These orders also address
performance as well as compliance issues. Very often the existence of
a program or an element of a program satisfies the compliance aspect
of DOE requirements. The concept of performance requirements is new
and requires new thinking with all of the elements of the MC&A
program. The contractor is so accustomed to compliance with DOE
requirements that dealing with performance is not well understood. In
this paper I will address the receptiveness of performance
requirements by the contractor. Auditing for performance is also a
new concept and has not been implemented. The contractor will have to
learn how to measure the performance of the MC&A program and be able
to demonstrate a certain level of performance to the oversight
organization. This paper will contain a discussion of a well
organized MC&A program, the compliance issues associated with the
program, the performance criteria associated with the program, and
how to audit such a program.

INTRODUCTION

All DOE contractors that perform work with nuclear materials
including special nuclear material are subject to the controls
specified in DOE requirements. These requirements are designed to
provide assurance to the Department of Energy that the contractors
are maintaining control of all nuclear material in their possession.
The contractors are engaged in a wide variety of operations with
these materials. These operations range from experimentation and
storage to very complicated processing. In some cases the material
may be completely destroyed. In many processing operations there are
mechanisms for loss or gain of material in a unit process. It is the
responsibility of the contractor to inform the DOE of all details of
these operations and how the contractor is going to manage good
accountability and control of all holdings of nuclear material. For
many years the goal of the DOE and the contractors has been to be in
compliance with the DOE requirements for material control and
accountability (MC&A). These requirements are updated from time to
time and new DOE Orders are issued to reflect these updates. For
example new Orders were issued in this area in 1988 and 1993. (DOE
Orders 5633.3 and 5633.3A) Performance requirements as well as
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compliance requirements are included in these last two versions of
the DOE Orders. This change has required contractors to view
performance as well as compliance when designing and implementing

I safeguards programs for their respective facilities.

PROGRAM DESIGN

Each contractor has the responsibility to design and implement a
safeguards program that addresses all the issues in the MC&A
requirements. The mission is to create a program that assures good
control and accountability of the material. There are critical
elements of the program and there are additional complimentary
elements. There is a basic requirement that every contractor must
address in the program. Every facility that possesses nuclear
materials must have an accounting system "that provides for tracking
nuclear material inventories, documenting nuclear material
transactions, issuing periodic reports, and assisting with the
detection of unauthorized system access, data falsification, and
material gains or losses". In most facilities this system is a
computerized automated system and is the primary element of the
facility MC&A program. All of the other elements of the program
depend on a well designed functional accounting system. The other
basic elements of a well planned program are a physical inventory
program, assay measurement systems, measurement control program, loss
detection system, material control indicators, material containment
and surveillance systems, and an internal auditing program.

Performance of the accounting system can be measured by daily
activity and satisfactory operation of the system. It is not very
difficult to determine if the system is performing satisfactorily or
not. The audit trails provided by the accounting system could
provide adequate documentation of the performance of the system.
However, the other elements of the MC&A program must be tested for
performance by planning and designing an appropriate testing program
and applying that program to these elements. Performance testing is
not a foreign concept to the MC&A program. An example of an element
that is tested often is the nuclear material portal monitor that is
used to detect unauthorized removal of material from a facility.
Tests to measure the detection performance of this eq_lipment consists
of periodic measurements that verify detection capability and
performance using radioactive materials. These tests can be
scheduled at any required frequency.

Another example of performance testing involves the operation of
nondestructive assay (NDA) equipment. This equipment is used to
determine accountability values for material. Before this equipment
can be used it must be evaluated for proper operation. A measurement
control program is a program which is used to keep track of the
performance of such equipment and to prevent NDA equipment from being
used when it is out of control and not functional. These tests have

been used as long as NDA equipment has been used for accountability
measurements and will continue to be used in the future.



" Similar to these examples above all elements of the facility MC&A

program will be subject to a testing program. The DOE Order states

that each facility "shall establish and implement a documented

testing program to verify MC&A procedures and practices and to
demonstrate that material control are effective".

PROGRAM AUDITING

Each facility is periodically audited to assure that a satisfactory

program is in place to comply with DOE requirements. It is not
difficult to audit for compliance only. Usually this audit consists

of determining program existence, existence of procedures, and

determining if there is adequate documentation to support the

presence of the program. The documentation provides the auditor with
an audit trail. Various documented records and reports may also

support the presence of an effective program. It may be possible
that the documentation can also provide some measure of program

performance without actual tests of that performance taking place.

The next question is what are the audit procedures for a performance

audit? Two approaches could be taken. The first approach could be
to audit the records and documentation of the performance tests.

This would require that adequate documentation of all performance
tests be available to the auditor. The quality of the performance

tests could be audited by examining all of the documentation that

support these tests. The second approach could be to actually

perform some tests during the audit. These would be independent

tests performed by the outside auditors. Criteria for pass/fail
would have to be established and would have to represent site

specific testing of the various el_m_nts of the MC&A program. Each

facility would have to understand these criteria and be prepared for
such an audit.

There is considerable uncertainty at this point just how this type of

audit or inspection would be carried out and how realistic it will be

for such independent tests to be conducted in an effective manner.
If this could be done effectively, auditing for compliance probably

would not be as effective as auditing for performance. Compliance

audits only verify the existence of a program and not how well it is

working. It is apparent that performance testing and auditing if

done correctly could provide more assurance of the effectiveness of

the facility's MC&A program.

CONCLUSION

DOE contractors should not be too uncomfortable with performance

testing and auditing. The presence of a MC&A program alone does not

guarantee the quality and effectiveness of the program. Although

testing programs could cost some resources to implement, the benefits

may outweigh the costs. Establishing and implementing a satisfactory

testing program may not be trivial but it should not be too
difficult. Once the program has been established the testing

activity should become routine. One big benefit from the testing
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• program will be documented performance and identification of

deficiencies in a timely manner. The performance testing program
will probably become one element of the internal review and

J assessment (IRA) program in every facility.

If the testing is carried out effectively it could reduce the time

spent in the internal audits performed. Also if testing is

documented properly, the outside audit activity may be reduced to
mostly auditing of this documentation. A reasonable conclusion is

that performance testing should be a better measure of program

assurance than compliance alone.
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